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Welcome to Chequered Skipper 2017
By Mark Wynn, Branch Chairman
What a year of disappointments was 2016. Sad and mad. And bad. Lepidoptera
struggled last summer too. Temperate winters and changeable summers, especially of
short lived sunny spells, have had unfortunate results on many species. Reportedly
numbers of butterflies fell in numerous species noted in our annual Big Butterfly Count.
Last year I wrote that in 2015 I could not recall seeing so few butterflies. Well 2016
trumped that!!! I can't get over the fact that I spotted so few Small Tortoiseshell
butterflies. And then it was only individuals. Yet it is normally one of our commonest
butterflies. Anyway, thanks to all who sent in records and observations, particularly
transect walkers and all-night moth-ers.
Moreover, the 2016 Referendum vote to leave the European Union has left conservation
organisations, such as Butterfly Conservation, with a lot of uncertainty to reckon with
regarding fulfilling future projects and programmes.
Consequently, the importance of our conservation work at Branch level by energetic
volunteers to improve and expand habitats continues. Surely guardianship and
protection is what Butterfly Conservation is all about. Your cheerful, committed
committee, who very much value your efforts, hope to see as many as possible on these
days (see list on page 51) to muck-in on conservation tasks to assist butterflies and
moths to thrive rather than just simply to survive.
But what of some of the better things in 2016? I was elated to come across Painted
Lady butterflies early in the year and again in the autumn. But, moreover, there was a
factual study on TV examining its amazing migration; the longest butterfly migration
on earth: 'The Great Butterfly Adventure: Africa to Britain with the Painted Lady'.
Furthermore, I read some excellent books. I recommend 'Seeing Butterflies: New
Perspectives on Colour, Patterns and Mimicry' by Philip Howse. It's opened my eyes to
the wonder of these creatures. Its title says it all. 'In Pursuit of Butterflies' by Matthew
Oates and especially passionate naturalist Michael McCarthy's 'The Moth Snowstorm:
Nature and Joy'. An outstanding read. And lastly the immense pleasure of meeting
Andrew Motion, to record a programme for BBC radio 4, with David Barbour, our
Highland butterfly recorder. The ex-Poet Laureate was engaging with the topic of
climate change in a unique spoken poem.
I look forward to meeting with you at our AGM, which is fast approaching, or at one or
more events/field trips, hopefully during what we all wish, a glorious summer. Many,
many thanks Pete for chasing so many folk to enthusiastically lead what is clearly such
a superb programme of field trips. In the meantime, I trust you'll like the varied and
high standard of articles in this issue of Chequered Skipper. Thanks go to all
contributors and a big THANK YOU goes to Audrey Turner who has once again done a
sterling job in putting together this newsletter.
Finally, it would be remiss of me not to thank you immensely, every one of you,
whether a long standing member or new to BC, for your support of Butterfly
Conservation. Thank you.
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AGM Reminder
Just a reminder that our AGM will be held on Saturday the 8th of April 2017 at Charleston
Community Complex, Charleston Academy, General Booth Road, Inverness IV3 8ET.
The AGM will start at 10.30am, but the room will be open from 10am for tea, coffee and a
chat. After the AGM business has concluded, we’ll have the talks listed below, followed
by lunch and go through a moth trap set the night before.
Ailie Brown will talk about the Butterfly House at Landmark, Carrbridge;
Pete Moore will talk about the butterflies of Turkey and
Mike Taylor will talk about Swedish Butterflies.
Tea and coffee will be provided, but please bring your own lunch.
*************************************************************************

Photo Competition Runners-up
The committee looked at quite a few entries for the caption competition and after
deciding on a winner, there was such a high standard, we thought it would be nice to
also publish them as well. They will be in no particular order. This one is a Painted
Lady butterfly taken by Mike Taylor in his Boat of Garten garden on the 4th of June
2016.
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My Mothing Year - 2016 By Pete Moore
It is fairly common practice for birdwatchers to record how many species they see in a
year and I do this myself now and again but certainly not every year. In 2015 I wondered
for the first time how many species of moths I might see in a year. Like many other
recorders, I enter all my sightings onto a computer using MapMate recording software.
From this it is very easy to draw up a list of all species seen in a given year. It turned out
that in 2015 I saw 256 species of moths, that’s both macro-moths and micro-moths. (And
for the record, I saw just 151 bird species in the same year). I figured that with a bit more
focus on mothing I could crack the 300 species barrier in 2016. What follows is a
summary of my mothing year - what I did, where I went, some highlights and lowlights
and the 300 target.
I have a postage stamp sized garden, in the middle of town, surrounded by concrete and
street lights, so by necessity almost all of my mothing is done away from home.
Travelling time to sites also means that I am restricted to weekends, there’s no time
during the week.
March. A mild spell mid-month gave me the
chance to kick off the year by running traps
at RSPB’s Ballinlaggan reserve near Dulnain
Bridge – a small site (with no visitor
facilities) that I have responsibility for. Red
Swordgrass, Pale Brindled Beauty and
Chestnut were typical spring species. This
was the only trapping I managed this month.
April. The month was generally too cold for
trapping. The only chance to add a few
species came at the BC Highland branch
scrub-bashing event at Glen Orrin in Easter
Ross. Three micros were seen during the day
Red Swordgrass
– Caloptilia betulicola, Agonopterix
heracliana and Amblyptilia acanthadactyla (Beautiful Plume). The names are hard to
learn but micros are worth getting into because many are gorgeous (you just need a hand
lens!). Micros have now all been given English names but it has taken me several years to
get to grips with the Latin, so I’m loathe to start learning a load more names.
May. At last, the cold spring relented and it warmed up enough for me to do some regular
weekend trapping. My work colleagues at RSPB Abernethy gave me a key to access the
pinewood. Highlights this month (based on looks rather than rarity) included The
Streamer, Yellow-barred Brindle, Water Carpet, Early Thorn, Scarce Prominent and Pine
Beauty.
I managed one night’s trapping at RSPB Ballinlaggan reserve (including Herald, Shears,
Puss moth, Poplar Hawkmoth and Pale-shouldered Brocade) and another on the edge of
Grantown on Spey (Nut-tree Tussock and Peppered).
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At the end of the month, Hilary and I spent a weekend on Ardnamurchan surveying
Chequered Skippers. I was also on the look-out for day-flying moths of course and the
small but beautiful Ancylis geminana was a new species for me. We camped next to Loch
Sunart and “dusking” amongst the midges produced the subtly coloured Eulia ministrana,
Cream Wave and Nematopogon
swarziellus, with its long, hair-like
antennae. I also ran traps
overnight near to the tent. I never
sleep well when camping and
getting up at dawn, 4am, to pot up
moths and cover traps doesn’t
help! But I thought it worth the
effort to see such beauties as
Lunar Thorn, White Ermine and
Fox moth. I also had both Marbled
Brown and Lunar Marbled Brown.
And that was just on the first
night. The next night’s catch
included the amazing Scorched
Wing, Saxon, Barred Umber and
the broken-twig look-alike Bufftip.
The Herald
June. The month started with a trip to Morvern for more Chequered Skipper surveying
with mothing on the side. Overnight trapping caught three impressive large macros Drinker, Fox and Elephant Hawkmoth.
Argent & Sable and Cinnabar were seen by day, the
latter being the first of this species I had seen in
Scotland. Another “first” for me was the common and
tiny but beautifully marked Glyphipterix thrasonella.
“Dusking” around the shore of Loch Arienas found
yet another “first” – the delicate Little Emerald. A
second night’s trapping found Coronet and Red Twinspot Carpet, then by day amongst the oakwoods I saw
Four-spotted Footman and my first Chimney
Sweepers of the year.
I ran a public moth-trapping event in the pinewoods at
RSPB Loch Garten, a rare opportunity for mid-week
mothing! Highlights included Pebble Hook-tip and
Scalloped Hook-tip. The following weekend, a
daytime visit to a local Small Blue butterfly colony
produced Narrow-bordered Bee Hawkmoth (possibly
my favourite macro) and Grass Rivulet. I spent some
time netting micros, including Aethes piercei, but one
of the “micros” in my net turned out to be a small
macro – Marsh Pug! I was delighted since I had never
seen this species before.
Eulia ministrana
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Cream Wave

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth

At month’s end I had organised a BC Highland branch event on the edge of Fort Augustus. I
ran several traps in someone’s garden, except it was a rather large garden which included
several acres of oakwood and a wildflower meadow! We notched up a total of 77 moth
species, including Valerian Pug and Marbledd Brown (only the third record for the vicecounty).
July. In my job, I get a Sabbatical every seven years in which I have four weeks paid leave to
do a wildlife conservation-related project. In 2015 I took two of the four weeks to monitor the
UK’s only colony of day-flying New Forest Burnet moths, which is at a remote site in Argyll
– not in the New Forest! That year, the weather was so cold that in two weeks the number of
NFB’s that I saw could be counted on the fingers of one hand! So I returned for a week in
July 2016, to help with a mark, release and recapture study, thinking that this time surely I
would get to see a decent number. Wrong! It was cool and rainy for the whole week and again
I saw only a handful of NFB’s. At least my night-time trapping was more productive,
catching Magpie, Small Magpie and Straw Underwing – the latter being a “first” for me.
With the Chequered Skipper season at an end, Hilary and I now concentrated on moth
trapping in under-recorded 10km squares, since this was the last year that records were being
collected for the upcoming Moth Atlas. Our first weekend away was to Dufftown, not far
from home. Our strategy on arrival in a new area is to wander around looking for day-flying
moths whilst checking out potential sites for night-time trapping. Having selected promising
trapping sites, based on habitat, we then have to find out who owns the land and gain
permission to set up light traps. This involves knocking on people’s doors and making phone
calls. In one sense it’s a nuisance to have to do this and it “wastes” time that could be spent
daytime mothing, but on the other hand it’s a great way to meet the locals! Anyway, the
highlight of this weekend was to have three Argyresthia species (micros) land on the car when
we pulled up to start looking for day-flying moths. There was Argyresthia goedartella,
Argyresthia retinella and Argyresthia brockeella – a trio of beautiful micros, all attracted to
the car for some reason. Was it the heat of the metal or the bare surface that attracted them? (I
doubt it was the colour since the car is a dull dark grey).

The following weekend we drove west via Fort William to camp in the Ardgour-Kingairloch
area for a full-on mothing weekend. Species in the light traps included Scotch Annulet,
Northern Arches, Great Brocade, Common Footman, Pyrausta purpuralis and four micros
that were all “firsts” for me - Orchard Ermine, Agriphila inquinitella, Agonopterix nervosa
and Cedestis gysseleniella.
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Another chance to be paid for mothing came at the RSPB’s “Ugly Bug Ball” at Newtonmore
Folk Museum – a family fun day with the theme of bugs. I ran three light traps on site the
previous night and then went through the traps with visitors the next day. There were plenty
of nice-looking moths to
interest the public but the one
that pleased me the most was
the plain-looking Shoulderstriped Wainscot since I hadn’t
seen one for several years.
My final moth trapping of the
month was a Highland branch
event just outside Tomintoul.
Seven traps were run overnight
in the area of an old limestone
quarry. It was unpleasantly cold
for July and well-prepared
attendees donned woolly hats
and gloves! Nevertheless, we
Puss Moth larva by Bob Turner
had 65 species in total (50
macros, 15 micros). Highlights were Puss moth larvae, Confused, Green Pug and Slender
Pug, with seven macros and most of the micros being new to that 10km square.
August/September. For me, the first half of August is always dominated by monitoring the
two Strathspey colonies of Dark Bordered Beauty moth (the only other Scottish colony is at
Balmoral) and tying this in with a public event at RSPB Insh Marshes. Naturally, running
light traps for Dark Bordered Beauty also turns up other moths and by the middle of August,
my moth year list stood at 298 species, tantalisingly close to my 300 target!
Another Highland branch event, this time at the Speyside Centre near Grantown on Spey,
gave me the chance to reach 300, though with a cool night this late in the season I wasn’t
totally confident. I need not have worried. The first trap I looked at in the morning held three
new autumn species – Sallow, Angle-striped Sallow and Autumnal Rustic. Indeed, during
the course of the morning I saw another nine new species, so the 300 target was easily in the
bag.
A late August trapping on the edge of
Grantown added nine more to the list,
including Garden Dart, White-line Dart,
Golden-rod Brindle, Flounced Rustic,
Rosy Rustic, Heath Rustic and Pinkbarred Sallow. But the best for me was
the micro Catoptria permutatellus,
which I had not seen before.
At month’s end I drove to Wester Ross
and Sutherland for the final week of my
Sabbatical, looking for moths in underrecorded 10km squares. Does that sound
like a pleasant way to spend a week? It
turned out to be an endurance test,
thanks to camping, rain, strong winds
and midges!

New Forest Burnet by John Knowler
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Under-recorded squares are generally under-recorded for a good reason, usually because they
are not near a road. On my first evening in Wester Ross, I loaded up my rucksack with three
actinic traps and their batteries, which was quite a weight, and walked a couple of miles from
the nearest road to get to the edge of my chosen square. I set them up in woodland and
walked out in the dark. That night in my tent I had a poor night’s sleep. It was very windy
and the tent fabric was being whipped into a frenzy. I got up just before 6am and walked out
to the traps to find that one had blown over, one had just two moths in it, one of which was
too worn to identify, and the third trap had just 6 moths of 4 species. Pathetic. Definitely not
worth the effort of putting them out.
The next day I moved on to Sutherland and spent four nights trapping on the Reay Estate
near Loch Stack. On my first night there, the wind continued to blow but I managed to set the
traps where they were sheltered in the lee of a woodland. A gusting wind blew strongly all
night and there was a long spell when I was unable to sleep because of lashing rain and
strong winds whipping the tent fabric. I was being buffeted around within the tent and the
tent inner was regularly being pushed against my face. So a bad night but at least the tent
stayed up! I was up early to go through the traps but of course because they were in a
sheltered site the midges were horrendous. Black rustic and Grey chi were some
compensation for the suffering.
The following night, I moved the traps to a different location, lugging generator and traps up
to a fairly remote bit of woodland. I also moved my tent to where I thought it would be more
sheltered – behind a large shed. And I parked the car alongside the tent for further protection.
However, the tent was still being hammered by the gusting wind and I didn’t look forward to
the coming night.
Sure enough, after one and a half hours of not being able to sleep I abandoned the tent and
made space in the back of the car. As I did so, the tent collapsed! Wind and rain raged all
night and I slept badly in the cramped confines of the car. I woke at 6am with a sore neck and
walked up to cover the traps. The midges were awful and took away the pleasure of going
through the traps. Speed was of the essence. There were only a couple of species different to
yesterday and nothing notable.
Later that day, I walked 2 miles up a track into the hills with two actinic traps to get to
another under-recorded square. It was a nightmare walk, uphill with a heavy pack, being
plagued by midges, even as I walked. You can figure out from that comment that the strong
winds had at last dropped. I was too hot and sweaty but didn’t dare take my jumper off
because I only had a short-sleeved shirt underneath and the midges would have feasted on
my arms. My nose was running and I was sneezing a lot. At first I wondered if I was getting
a cold but I eventually realised that it was a reaction to the number of midges going up my
nose!! Eventually I got to the square, set up the actinics and….NEITHER of them worked!
After all that! I just had to re-pack them and return to the road.
It was late afternoon when I got back to the car. I set up three MV traps in woodland and the
midges were BAD. Then I drove back along the road until I found a pull-in and camping spot
at the side of the road. Getting dinner, washing up and cleaning my teeth was a nightmare. I
don’t think I’ve ever experienced midges so bad – thick clouds that gathered instantly the
moment I left the sanctuary of the car. They had me screaming. I was constantly wiping my
face and head. When I got back into the car, a cloud of midges would come in with me, so
even in the car I wasn’t totally escaping them
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I was up early to cover the traps and was delighted to find a Bordered Beauty next to one of
them. The midges weren’t as bad as last night but they were bad enough to take the pleasure
out of mothing. Before going through them, I had to carry the traps to the top of a hillock,
where it was breezy enough to keep midges at bay. Notable moths included Northern Deep
Brown Dart, Bordered Beauty and Acleris rhombana.

Bordered Beauty by Roy Leverton

The final night’s trapping in Sutherland produced no new moths. I loaded up the car ready to
drive home and then found that the car battery was dead. I had a two-hour wait for a
breakdown vehicle which was a fitting end to a challenging week. I was exhausted after
disturbed nights and early morning starts and I was worn ragged by the midges. I realised
that there had been little pleasure in the week, it was more of a challenge to be endured. The
things I do for moths!
At the end of the trip I was on 334 species. My target of 300 was achieved and I definitely
could have added to that total. However, I felt so “mothed out” after Sutherland that I didn’t
do any further trapping in the year and I didn’t look for any winter species.
350 species in 2017? Mmmmm, probably not. I might do plants instead……….
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Why would anyone want to be a Council Member?
By Dr Mark Young
Last year I finished my stint of nine years on BC Council as a Trustee, and Mark Wynn
suggested that I might tell you a bit about what goes on at Council and whether it is enjoyable
or frustrating, or a bit of both! It won’t be as exciting as a nice article on recording butterflies
but Mark was very persuasive. Here goes ............
I have friends who tell me that I am far too self-important and like being in charge of things,
or at least being at the centre of attention. It was no surprise to them that I applied to join
BC’s Council but I hope that there was at least a little bit of wanting to help BC in Scotland
as well! From day-to-day BC is run by its excellent senior staff. In my time Martin Warren
confidently guided the main conservation activities and Julie Williams had the helm as far as
finance and administration was concerned. They each had deputies who were then in charge
of more defined areas of work, such as publicity, fund-raising, support for members, branch
affairs, species conservation, reserve management, recording and so on. Of course in
Scotland we have devolved powers that let Paul, Tom and Shona run most of what BCS does.
In very troubled financial times, the large rise in membership, income and influence in the
last six years shows clearly how well these staff have done their jobs. It is a bit more difficult
to measure how well we have conserved butterflies and moths. This year has generally been
very poor for butterfly numbers, for example, but surely this is more to do with the weather
than with conservation failures. In general rare species which BC has concerned itself with,
like our own Chequered Skipper or Cumbria’s High-brown Fritillary, have done fairly well
and the Large Blue has been a spectacular success. Thinking of the fantastic results of BC’s
recording schemes shows off another of BC’s strengths. You could make a case for just
letting the professional staff get on with things but BC is a democracy and members’ views,
as channelled through Branch committees and then Trustees, are definitely taken seriously, I
am pleased to say.
So what does Council do? In essence Council sets the broad objectives of BC (such as
guiding the 20/20 Vision campaign, which staff then deliver), supports and legitimises the
work of the senior staff, brings Branch opinion to the attention of BC staff, and amongst its
members has access to real-world expertise, such as with the law, publicity, estate
management, public relations or IT, which can then be consulted by staff. My own expertise,
such as it is, lies in science, biological recording and practical conservation and frustratingly
these subjects are rarely on Council’s agenda! There is a Council sub-committee which deals
with science and conservation and so I mostly found myself on Council saying wise words
about such riveting subjects as governance, financial investment or BC’s public image!
Council’s Chairman, currently Jim Asher, has the added responsibility of representing BC at
important events and also meets the Chief Executive and other senior staff frequently to help
things along.
With this background, what could I contribute? Making sure that Scotland’s priorities and
opinions were heard at Council was the most important job, as well as trying to think what
Branches and members would want BC to do with its resources. All Trustees are allocated
some Branches to contact, to help make sure that Council is in touch with local issues and
opinions, but, with Michael Johnston and to a lesser extent Sue Foden (who has a house on
Skye), I particularly tried to make sure that we put the Scottish Branch’s points of view
clearly.
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As always with committees, it was chatting to the other Trustees and the various staff that
attend Council at lunch and coffee breaks that seemed to be really interesting and influential.
We exchanged informal views, gossipped about all things to do with butterflies and moths,
showed one another photos or records from the year’s field work and were able to express
opinions more forcibly and colourfully than is possible in the actual meeting. There are 14
Trustees and between them they are a varied and interesting bunch. The best meeting of the
year was held not in a soulless room in London but down at HQ at Manor Yard, Lulworth.
There was usually a ‘strategy planning’ session, an evening meal where alcohol loosened
tongues and the chance to wander about BC’s office chatting to the staff that don’t get to go
to Council. This lets Trustees get to know BC’s staff very well and I particularly enjoyed
meeting the people who work on scientific conservation and recording. You don’t work for
BC to get rich and the staff are really committed and enthusiastic. I bet that there are times
when they wish they they didn’t have to bother with meddling Trustees but they were mostly
nice enough not to show it! Some years we also had time to visit the Jurassic coast, with its
Adonis Blues and Clouded Yellows! There is also a pub in Worth Matravers that you must
visit if you get that far south!
So, was it all worthwhile? I enjoyed meeting staff and the other Trustees very much, as well
as knowing so much about what BC does and why. I also enjoyed being able to have just a
little influence and to be able to put the Scottish viewpoint. Perhaps I did contribute a bit to
BC’s success, which is a nice thought but might be an illusion. However, so much of the
Council’s business was ever so dull and beyond the understanding of a normal butterfly and
moth enthusiast. Investment projections and deeds of association passed me by!
In a perfect world Trustees would be proposed by members and duly elected after a contest at
the AGM. However, there are rarely enough candidates and this lets Council seek out
potential Trustees and then persuade them to stand for election, which is often uncontested.
This sounds a bit dodgy but is driven by reality and it does allow a bit of strategic
manoeuvring. Council can make an attempt to find people who have expertise that will be of
benefit to BC, as well as trying to make sure that there is at least some geographic spread of
interest and some Branch involvement. Despite this, most Trustees are from southern
England and my own feeble attempts to find suitable Scottish Trustees have failed miserably.
This is an issue that I think needs to be sorted. However, partly because of the genuine good
faith of senior staff and other Trustees, Scotland is not neglected too badly and the regular
attendance of Jim Asher and Martin Warren at our annual meeting indicates a real interest in
our affairs. Most Trustees seem to have a fair idea where Inverness is and the chequered
skipper has drawn most of them north to see it.
I am reasonably optimistic about BC’s future and about Scotland’s place within it, but rather
anxious about whether, with only Michael Johnston as a Scottish Trustee, we have sufficient
influence on Council. I am a bit sorry to have retired and to have lost the chance to know so
much about BC’s affairs. I miss my Trustee friends. But I don’t miss the endless travel up
and down to London and Dorset and the time saved has left a bit more space in my life for
recording my favourite micros! Life goes on.
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Atlas of UK Butterflies 2010 - 2014
By Dr David Barbour
A vital part of the work in recording the changing distribution of our butterflies is providing
the feedback to you, the recorders, on what has been achieved. National distribution maps for
all species have been produced for successive 5-year periods 1995-99, 2000-04, 2005-09 and
2010-14. Unfortunately, the maps for the most recent period have not been published in
paper form, but I am pleased to say they have now been made available online.
The collected maps of all species are provided as a pdf and are available at:
http://www.highland-butterflies.org.uk/pdf/Atlas%20of%20UK%20Butterflies%2020102014.pdf
Looking at these maps you will see that, in Highland Branch area, we achieved our best-ever
coverage in terms of species and land area. Striking changes are continuing to take place.
The Ringlet has further increased its spread in Highland, and the Comma has probably
established a significant foothold in the central Spey valley. In the south of Scotland equally
exciting developments are seen. Holly Blue is now well established in the Edinburgh/East
Lothian area, and Speckled Wood has colonised all of the near-coastal land between
Edinburgh and the Northumberland border. Wall butterfly and Small Skipper are increasing
strongly in the same area.
Please do look at these maps to follow up on the state of health of the different species in your
own area. The picture is a surprisingly encouraging one, and it gives us a reason to go on
recording, to see how these changes continue to unfold in the future.
***************************************************************************

Photo Competition Runners-up

Two more runnersup, on the left is a
Kentish Glory moth
by Mike Taylor
whilst on the right is
an Orange-Tip by
Geoff Hiscocks.
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Lankan Leps - December 2016 by Hilary Swift
Our annual holiday this year was to Sri Lanka, which had
the promise of opening up a whole new box of
lepidopteran delights. The trip turned out to be much
more than that – it was an education into where and how
our spices, chocolate, coffee and tea are grown, and an
experience of how the most humble, gentle people can
invite you into their home and enrich your life. But for
now, I will tell you about the leps of Lanka.
Sri Lanka is an island smaller than mainland Scotland but
has a butterfly fauna of 245 species. The human
population is roughly four times that of Scotland and the
population density per square kilometre is higher than the
Dark Cerulean
U.K. Given that they have had their share of habitat loss,
thanks in large part to us British and our tea-drinking, it gets you wondering how they have
the high number of butterflies? Maybe it helps to be nearer the equator, methinks.
Sri Lanka has its share of big, flappy, exotic
butterflies that you would expect from a
destination so hot, but also has a surprising
number of tiny blues, the size of our Small
Blue. These little blues are difficult to see
until you get your eye in, but at least they stay
within a small patch of low roadside
vegetation, so once located can be
photographed and identified, with a bit of
patience. I had 14 of these blues, ranging in
size between 20mm and 30mm wing span,
including the beautiful Buttler’s Striped
Pierrot.

Buttler’s Striped Pierrot
In between these roadside verge baby blues and the
pipistrelle bat-like giants of the canopy, we did have
some middling butterflies such as Indian Red Admiral
and a variety of whites. Having said that, we saw the
most enormous orange-tip, Great Orange-tip, with a
wing span of 10cm (that’s 4” in old money). These
medium sized ones had lovely names such as Chocolate
Soldier, Jezebel, Psyche, Chestnut-streaked Sailor,
Water Snow-flat, Lemon Pansy, Striped Albatross,
Pioneer and Small Salmon Arab.
The big rainforest butterflies were frustratingly difficult
to
see. Typical sightings were of what looked like a dayLime Blue
flying bat, high over the tree canopy, zipping along,
hardly ever stopping. The fastest we saw was Tailed Jay of the swallowtail family. It was
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near-on impossible to follow with
binoculars, with only a glimpse obtained
when nectaring for a nano-second.
Myself, Pete and a forest guide tried to
home in on it, but it took the three of us
about ten minutes to even decide whether
it was blue or green, never mind an
identification to species level. We got
there in the end, with some determination.
When these big boys nectar on the wing,
there’s no chance of a photograph.
Unfortunately, we saw very few mudpuddling butterflies, which is a sure way
of photographing them.
Blue Tiger
Our best view of the rainforest butterflies
was from a high river bridge looking down over riparian vegetation and with the butterflies
below us. There was one leaf mimic, the Blue Oakleaf, which hardly moved on its perch,
but the bluish upperside gave away its location. The brown Common Indian Crow didn’t
flap its wings, but relied on air currents and the tilting of its body to get it to its desired
location, reminiscent of an eagle. The star of the rainforest, the one that had us both uttering
expletives, was low down under the trees at
eye level. Imagine a piece of A5 sized white
tissue paper, caught in a gentle eddy. Or,
better still, imagine a delicate fairy with a
15cm/6” wide wing span, effortlessly flitting
about. This was the aptly named Sri Lankan
Tree Nymph, an endemic. That was a
magical few minutes.

Glassy Tiger
to egg-lay. We watched it for about fifteen
minutes and at the end we counted about 60
eggs. That was a first for us. Another first
was experiencing a mass butterfly migration.
We had read that Lemon Emigrant and
Mottled Emigrant contribute to migratory
swarms across a span of a few kilometres –
little did we know we were going to
experience this at first hand.
On this
particular day, we had cycled out from our
homestay to look at a bat roost, containing
several
thousand
fruit
bats
which
incidentally, when they flew, were the size of
buzzards. On the way there we had stopped

Besides seeing species that neither of us had
seen before in our lives, we also had some
memorable butterfly and moth moments.
On our first day we spotted a yellow
butterfly, Pioneer, buzzing around the low
branches of a tree at the side of the road. It
eventually settled onto a leaf and proceeded
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Common Indian Crow

in some shade as the sweat was
trickling down us (too much detail, I
know), when we realised there were
rather a lot of white and yellow
butterflies around us – more than we
had seen before in the few days we had
been in the country. Then, as Pete was
looking through his binoculars across
this flat wetland, trying to notch up
some new water birds, he drew my
attention to more butterflies he could
see all the way to the horizon, all
moving in the same direction. Sure
enough, the numbers grew for a while
before then petering out, but there must
have been thousands of these butterflies
Blue Admiral
in total. It was a windy day and it was
as if the butterflies were taking advantage of the weather conditions to hitch a free ride to
where the grass was greener, but why the massive numbers?
The only moths we were to encounter during our stay were at a Buddhist shrine on
Christmas Day. We had arisen at 5am in order to get there for first light at 6am. This was
purely for the birds, you understand, and not to do with any religious ritual. The shrine was
near to the rainforest edge and the outside lights were left on overnight, attracting all manner
of plump juicy moths for the endemic Blue Magpie and Ashy-headed Laughingthrush to
feast on. The white stupa and other parts of the shrine were covered in macro and micro
moths ready for the picking, and these intelligent birds had learnt where to get an easy
breakfast with little effort. But, they had to feed quickly for as soon as that strong sun came
up, the moths disappeared to the relative safety of the forest shade and its associated
camouflage.
What I didn’t say at the beginning was that this was a holiday for Pete’s 60th birthday and,
having just totted up the number of butterflies, we had 60 species!

Lemon Emigrant

Chocolate Soldier
17

Rhinoceros-nosed Moths

Unidentified moth at Buddhist stupa

**************************************************************************

Photo Competition Runners-up
Another one of the photo competition runners-up is Hen Robinson’s Kentish Glory Moth.
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Bluest Blue Blues by Mark Wynn
Last year, when leading my annual Polmaily field trip, I was delighted to be joined by our
West Country Highland Branch member, Geoff Hiscocks. I soon discovered that Geoff lives
in Bath, where I lived during my school years. Consequently, our conversation turned to
butterfly sites around Bath and comparing species lists. I was most pleasantly surprised to
learn of an Adonis Blue site at Box. I wish I had known of it 50 years ago whilst sticking in
#32 in my Brooke Bond Tea picture card album!!! I would've cycled there every summer
just to see this stunning creature, the bluest of blue butterflies. I told Geoff that it's a
butterfly I would dearly love to observe. “Next time you're in Bath I'll take you”. An offer I
couldn't refuse, knowing I was meeting up as always with friends from my youth over the
last weekend of July and the beginning of the second flight season.

Chalkhill Blue by David Dennis
I understand no identification guide can capture the iridescent blue colour of this fluttering
in the breeze butterfly. The blue doesn’t translate to film. My late younger brother declared
that when you see it “the blue shines at you”. And so I travelled with Geoff with my heart
all of a flutter.
We parked under a Horse Chestnut with Horse Chestnut Leaf-miner (Cameraria ohridella)
leaf damage. Our visit had taken us to an ungrazed wildflower meadow on calcareous
downland with seed-heavy grasses pricked with yellow, white and purple flowers of
Eyebright, Red Clover, Devil's-bit Scabious (which the Marsh Fritillaries appreciate in the
Spring) and Bird's-foot Trefoil plus Marjoram and Green-winged Orchids that had now
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turned. Of the eleven butterfly species
we recorded it was uplifting to see
once again Marbled Whites and
Chalkhill Blues and Gatekeepers. The
highlight though was seeing Essex
Skipper – a first. A quick phone call
to Scott Donaldson confirming
antenna difference with Small Skipper
- also seen - was very much
appreciated. We also put up Shaded
Broad-bar and Red Twin-spot Carpet
from the grass swards. However, no
awesome Adonis Blues.
Geoff suggested a drive to the White
Horse near Westbury. “Why don't
they have chips in Trowbridge?
Marbled White by Martin Warren
Because they haven't got a Devizes for
Chippenham!!!” Thank you for that Geoff. That's how our time travelling together passed.
At this north Wiltshire site we had a Peacock, wings spread, on Bramble and Dog-rose
thicket near the car park. We also had Ringlet and Yellow Shell on an ancient, steep
gradient, old right of way leading up the hill with steep banks and field edges, so important
to wildlife. Sadly, no wonderful Adonis Blues. We reckoned the flight season (second
brood) was late. Geoff has since informed me that no Adonis Blues at all were seen in 2016
at the site near Box and he and other local members are hoping they haven’t gone the way of
the Small Blues which disappeared from there several years ago. He later found several
Adonis near the White Horse, however, so that colony seems secure.
Ah well. It remains a joy I've still to behold. Meanwhile, I continue to have the bluest blue
blues.
Thank you again Geoff for an interesting day and for putting me onto one wynner(!) Avon's Wilderness deodorant!!!
**************************************************************************

AGM Plant Swap Stall
Following the success of last year's plant swap stall at our AGM, we are repeating it for
2017. Do you have any spare butterfly-friendly plants from your garden? Maybe something
that’s produced lots of seedlings that you don’t have space for? Or maybe you’ve collected
seed or have cuttings that are just sitting around? If so, then bring them along to our AGM
on 8th April 2017 where we will have a plant stall!
For those budding wildlife gardeners, we can perhaps swap tips and information on what
attracts butterflies into our gardens and what are the hardiest butterfly and moth plants that
will survive our Highland winters.
The idea is to pass on your surplus to other members - no money is involved!
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An Unexpected Find by Hilary Swift
Last July, I stumbled upon the largest inland colony of Six-spot Burnet moths, not that I knew
it at the time. Let me tell you how it happened!
I’m self-employed and I work from home in Grantown. As I don’t have to commute to work,
I like to get out during the day if I can, for the fresh air and exercise and to top up those alltoo-lacking vitamin D levels. Grantown is good for having a network of paths in every
direction on its outskirts, all easily accessible from our house. I will choose which way I go
based on the time of year and what I’m likely to see. So for example, in the spring, I will go
looking for the first Sand Martins on the pond in Grant Park, or listen out for the first
Common Sandpipers along the River Spey. If I want to look for Green Hairstreaks I go along
one particular path in Anagach Wood or I will check out the fisherman’s path next to the
Spey for Common Blue and Small Heath. I’m sure you all do similar things!
As our weather last summer was so diabolical for butterflies, there was little point in going to
my favourite butterfly places. Instead, I had an idea to check out an open area in Anagach
Wood which I had only been to before in the winter. I wondered how flowery it might be, so
the aim was to look for flowers. This open area, which I later found out to be the former
town dump, wasn’t a wild flower meadow as I had hoped, but instead was very heathery and
in one corner was interspersed with dry, stony patches with scattered Bird’s-foot Trefoil.
There were a few red-tailed Bilberry Bumblebees about, which got me excited, as did some
Stag’s-horn Clubmoss.
However, something caught my attention out of the corner of my eye. There must have been
a nano-second of sun at that moment, because
what I was seeing had the quality of a gemstone
caught in the light. I knew immediately that the
distinctive shine of blue-black could only be
that of a burnet moth. It’s a good job there
weren’t any dog-walkers about because I dare
say I uttered some expletive! I expect that
continued as the endorphins multiplied in
reaction to seeing more burnet moths flying
through the air. I realised that they were flying
from one patch of flowering Cross-leaved
Heath (Erica tetralix) to the next and this is
what they were nectaring on, along with Tufted
Vetch. I was delighted to count about 50
individuals and was even more delighted to text
Pete about my findings, as he was away for the
week monitoring New Forest Burnet moths in
Argyll and I knew he was struggling with poor
weather. I know it’s a bit school boyish, but we
try to out-compete each other with our sightings!
Empty Cocoon
I returned a few days later to the same place in
Anagach Wood to have another look at the burnet moths. It had been a bit tricky to count
them the first time as they had been active, so I chose a cool, dull day the next time, which
wasn’t difficult.
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I made a bee-line for the Cross-leaved Heath and made
my way around each purple clump, counting the moths.
They were inactive and stationary which made counting
easy. There were far more on this occasion and I came
across both newly emerged individuals and pairs in cop.
I was starting to look more closely and found empty
cocoons which I hadn’t noticed before. The cocoons
were on Ling (Calluna vulgaris). So it seemed we had
the perfect habitat here – the larval foodplant, Bird'sfoot Trefoil, the open woody stems of Ling onto which
the caterpillars could climb to pupate, and a good nectar
source of Cross-leaved Heath for the adult moth. The
Cross-leaved Heath was covered with burnet moths and
I counted around 300 individuals. Can you imagine the
reply I had to the text I sent to Pete, who’d only had ten
minutes of sun during the whole week and to date had
less than 20 moths? Just two words “You gripper!”
Newly emerged Six-spot Burnet

It turned out that this colony of Six-spot
Burnet moths is the largest inland colony
and if it hadn’t been such a bad summer it
may still have been undiscovered. I can’t
believe how nobody else has come across
it, especially as Grantown has a good
number of ecologists and wildlife
enthusiasts living here. It just shows you
what can be on your doorstep without you
knowing, and how it is fortuitous to be in
the right place at the right time to see these
things.

Adult moth on Erica tetralix

***************************************************************************

Photo Competition
We are inviting Branch members to submit their photos of Lepidoptera taken this season to
be judged at our committee meeting in October. The winning photo will appear on the cover
of the 2018 issue of our newsletter Chequered Skipper.

Please email your entries to Audrey Turner at:
unicorn64@btinternet.com
Closing date Friday 22nd of September 2017. Good luck.
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The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and
Ireland (MOGBI)
Highland branch possess six volumes of this major reference work which sets out to give a
detailed, illustrated description of all British and Irish lepidoptera. A series of eleven
volumes were planned and although the first one came out in 1976, they haven’t all been
written yet!
At the moment, the six volumes acquired by the branch are sitting on the floor in Pete
Moore’s house (Grantown). If anyone would like to borrow them then please do! Better for
them to be used than gathering dust. Contact Pete on 07866 578079 or 01479 872261 or
tonuptwitcher@gmail.com
The volumes we have are:
Vol 1: Micropterigidae to Heliozelidae
Vol 2: Cossidae to Heliodinidae
Vol 3: Yponomeutidae to Elachistidae
Vol 7 (part 2):
lepidoptera

Lasiocampidae to Thyatiridae, with life history chart of the British

Vol 9: Sphingidae to Noctuidae (part 1)
Vol 10: Noctuidae (part 2) and Agaristidae

Photo Competition Runners-up
Another one of our photo
competition runners-up.
This time it’s a Puss Moth
caterpillar by Hilary Swift.
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40 Years of Butterfly Recording at Insh Marshes
By Pete Moore
The UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS) was set up in 1976 to monitor changes in
populations of butterflies across the UK. This was achieved by setting up transects which
were walked each week during the period April to August when weather conditions allowed.
In 1976 there were just a small number of transects but the number has grown over the years
and there are now over one thousand transects contributing to the scheme. By collating all of
this data it is possible for UKBMS to publish trends of butterfly abundance for the UK as a
whole and also for individual countries within the UK.
RSPB Insh Marshes was one of the first transects to be set up, in 1977. It therefore has one of
the longest-running butterfly datasets in the UK. The transect is 3.6 km in length and passes
through a variety of habitats: roadside verges, birch woodland with juniper understory,
grassland, marshland, wet birch woodland and river-wall. Most but not all of the transect is
on RSPB-owned ground.
There have been changes in management of these habitats over the years, driven mainly by
habitat improvement for breeding birds (RSPB ground) or changing farm practices
(neighbouring ground), although in the last few years RSPB management within birch
woodland and grassland habitats has been undertaken specifically to improve habitat for
butterflies. There have also been more naturally-occurring changes, for example regeneration
of birchwood in grassy clearings. To try and tease out the possible impact of management
changes and natural habitat processes on butterfly numbers at Insh would be a very complex
undertaking. The transect counts do, however, give an indication of long-term trends. The
graphs below show transect counts at Insh from 1977 to 2016. When viewing the graphs
please bear in mind the following:
The condition of the habitats along the transect will have changed over the years, sometimes
to the benefit of butterflies, sometimes not.
By walking the transect every week through the season it is hoped that a walk will coincide
with the peak emergence of a species (i.e. their maximum population for the season).
However, in reality the Highland weather (and other work commitments) prevents transects
being walked every week and so sometimes peak emergence is missed.
Due to such discrepancies and the impact of weather on butterfly activity, there is often
marked fluctuation of numbers recorded from one year to the next. For this reason, the
graphs plot five-year means (yellow lines) as well as annual counts (blue lines). These fiveyear means help to smooth out the annual fluctuations and illustrate long-term trends more
clearly.
A total of 21 species have been recorded on the Insh Marshes transect. Of these, 7 have been
recorded too irregularly to plot graphically and some of these records are believed to be misidentifications. These are:
Pearl-bordered Fritillary: 2 in 1993 and 1 in 2001 (the latter record is almost certainly a misidentification)
Large White: 1 in 1979, 2 in 1997 and 1 in 2006
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Comma: 1 in 2007 (recorded in the UKBMS database but not found in the original field
recording sheets. Possibly a data input error)
Green Hairstreak: 3 in 1993
Large Heath: 1 in 2009
Northern Brown Argus: 1 in 2007

Small White: 6 in 1996, 4 in 1997, 7 in 2006 (almost certainly a mis-identification), 1 in
2007 and 2 in 2011
The 14 species regularly recorded at Insh are discussed below. The long-term population
trends at Insh are compared with the overall Scottish trends as calculated by UKBMS. The
terminology used for the Scottish trends indicates the degree of statistical confidence in the
trend calculation. In order of increasing confidence, trends are described as “non-significant”,
“significant”, “highly significant” or “very highly significant”. For more information see:
http://www.ukbms.org/docs/reports/2015/Country-level%20Summary%20Tables%
202015.pdf
Common Blue
Only one or two, literally, are recorded in most years. There were exceptional counts of 12 in
1985 and 15 in 2010. The overall trend is stable which agrees with the Scottish trend (nonsignificant increase).
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Dark Green Fritillary
Only singles were recorded, and not in all years, until 1999 to 2003 when 2 or 3 were seen.
There was then an upsurge in the population to peak at 27 in 2007. Thereafter numbers
quickly fell back to low levels. The overall trend then is stable which agrees with the Scottish
trend (non-significant small decrease).

Green-veined White
There have been large fluctuations in numbers but the overall trend would appear to show a
slight increase. The Scottish trend is for a non-significant slight increase.
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Meadow Brown.
There were large fluctuations in counts between 1977 and 1987. Numbers thereafter seemed
to stabilise. This agrees with the Scottish trend (no change).

Orange-tip.
Generally decreasing numbers between 1977 and 2005, thereafter an increase. The Scottish
trend is for a very highly significant increase.
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Painted Lady.
This is a migrant species that characteristically shows great fluctuations from one year to
another. Interestingly, it was not recorded on the Insh transect until 2004. Migration “events”
have been recorded in 2004, 2007, 2009 and 2013 but you will notice that in three of these
years only single insects were recorded and even in the famous migration year of 2009, when
there were many thousands across the UK, only three were recorded on the Insh transect!
Other migration years will certainly have been missed.

Peacock.
It is interesting to note that this species was not recorded until 2003. Numbers built up to a
peak in 2007, thereafter declining, indeed absent in 2012, 2013 and 2016. This contrasts with
the Scottish trend which is for a significant increase.
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Red Admiral.
This species was not recorded in the first 10 years of the transect. Since then, usually only one
or two, if any, are recorded each year. The trend appears stable although with such low
numbers recorded it is hard to draw conclusions. The Scottish trend is for a non-significant
increase.

Ringlet.
What an exciting graph this is!! This species was not recorded on the transect until a single
butterfly was seen in 2005. Its numbers have since rocketed, with 80 counted in 2016. In the
space of just several years it went from being absent to being our most common mid-summer
species, easily overtaking Meadow Brown. The spread of this species northwards within the
UK is well documented, showing a highly significant increase in Scotland.
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Scotch Argus.
In most years this is easily the most numerous butterfly on the Insh transect although we have
to wait until the end of July before it appears. Over 300 were counted on the transect in 2010
(the next most numerous species, Ringlet, has peaked at just 80 individuals). It is interesting
to note that it was not recorded for the first five years, 1977 to 1981. Thereafter, numbers rose
steadily to peak in 2002 but since then we have seen a marked decline which is of concern.
Unless its fortunes pick up, it will lose its “Most Numerous Insh Butterfly” title to the
Ringlet. Although the overall 40-year trend shows an increase, the decline over the last 14
years is of concern. In contrast to Insh, both the Scottish long-term trend and the trend over
the last 10 years are for a significant increase.

Small Copper.
An erratically recorded species on the transect.
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Small Heath.
Numbers were high on the first year of the transect but thereafter fell to a lower level.
Another peak, similar to 1977 was seen in 2004. The overall long-term trend would appear
stable. This contrasts with the Scottish trend which is for a very highly significant increase.

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
The overall long-term trend would appear to be a slight increase. The Scottish trend is for a
non-significant increase.
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Small Tortoiseshell.
The graph shows plenty of annual fluctuations but the overall trend appears stable. This
agrees with the Scottish trend (non-significant decrease).

Summary.
The good news is that of the 12 species at Insh for which we have long-term trends, 6 appear
stable and 5 have increased (Green-veined White, Orange-tip, Ringlet, Scotch Argus and
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary). Only Peacock is declining.
Most of these trends agree with the situation in Scotland overall. The exceptions being
Peacock (decreasing at Insh, increasing nationally) and Small Heath (stable at Insh,
increasing nationally).
It is striking that of twelve resident species, as many as six have shown major changes in
abundance over the 40 years. The position of the Insh Marshes, in a long valley system with
high mountains on either side, makes it remote from sources of population replenishment and
so perhaps especially prone to wide fluctuations like this.
There is much concern about declining butterfly populations in the UK as a whole, but the
above information highlights the fact that populations in Scotland are faring better than in
England, mirroring trends in other species groups such as birds. This may be because
detrimental land-use change is more prevalent in southern Britain or because climate change
may be having a more beneficial impact in the north.
It would be wrong to assume that all will continue to be well in the Highlands in the future.
Continuing climate change will probably help some species and hinder others, according to
complex ecological interactions. Likewise, human impact on the landscape and its wildlife
has the potential for both good and harm. One thing is for sure – we will keep on monitoring!
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Caption Competition
We’ve decided to run the caption
competition again after last year’s
success.
This time it’s a photo of a slightly
puzzled, or concerned, looking Mark
Wynn standing on the side of a bridge.
All entries will be read out anonymously
at the AGM on Saturday the 8th of April
and the winner will be decided by popular
vote (or loudest groan)!
Entries should be sent to me by the 7th of
April, either by email to:
unicorn64@btinternet.com or you can
phone me on 07450 548862 if you don’t
have access to email.
Alternatively, if you are attending the
AGM, then you can hand in your entry on
the day.

**************************************************************************

Photo Competition Runners-up
These photos are by Hilary Swift, on the
right are mating Chequered Skippers,
Small Tortoiseshell below.
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Butterfly Conservation Europe
By Paul Kirkland, Secretary, BCE

Hay meadows in eastern Transylvania
Butterflies and moths are declining
seriously in most countries across
Europe.
Organisations
and
individuals have come together to
form Butterfly Conservation Europe
(www.bc-europe.eu), a partnership
organisation focused on halting and
reversing the decline of butterflies,
moths and their habitats, by
identifying prime butterfly areas,
influencing EU policies and securing
funding to undertake species surveys
and research.
Another main aim is to collect data
online in collaboration with its
member organisations via its
Lappet Moth
webpage www.butterfly-recording.eu
and use this to produce atlases and
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indicators such as the European Grassland Indicator (http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/
the-european-grassland-butterfly-indicator-19902011).
Much effort is currently being made to get
better butterfly data from Eastern European
countries. A butterfly transect manual has
been produced, which has since been
translated into Romanian and Hungarian
(http://www.bc-europe.eu/upload/
Manual_Butterfly_Monitoring.pdf).
Butterfly Conservation’s European Interests
Group (EIG) maintains close links with BCE,
and has a bursary fund for those wanting to
help with BCE projects overseas (http://
www.bc-eig.org.uk/downloads/
EIG_Annual_Research_Bursary.pdf)

Mountain pasture in eastern Transylvania

Large Copper

Photo Competition Runners-up
Another runner-up in the photo
competition is the NarrowBordered Bee Hawk-moth by
Bob Turner.
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Branch Action for Small Dark Yellow Underwing
By Dr Tom Prescott
Small Dark Yellow Underwing is a day-flying
moth associated with bearberry, its sole larval
foodplant. It only occurs in the UK in Scotland,
where its population is centred on the Cairngorms
National Park with just a couple of records
outwith this area. Concerns have grown over its
conservation status in recent years due to a
paucity of records, despite targeted recording of
both Small Dark Yellow Underwing and Netted
Mountain Moth that shares the same day-flying
habits, habitat and flight period. However, these
efforts have produced several records of the latter
species, often from new sites, but very few of the
former species. In fact there were no records of
Small Dark Yellow Underwing between 2011 and
2014. The exact reasons for this are unclear
although it highlights the need for targeted
conservation action in order to enhance the
fortunes of this scarce and threatened species.
Due to its association with Arctostaphylos, or
bearberry-rich, heath, Small Dark Yellow
Underwing is a moth of open moorland and
mountain sides. Colonies tend to be on dry
gravelly eskers, sandy soils which slip with frost
Resting between trains
action, and roadside banks and tracksides where
heathers are not too dominant. Small Dark Yellow Underwing is also associated with grouse
moors as the cyclical burning undertaken to encourage a patchwork of different heather
heights also favours bearberry
in the first ten or so years after
burning. Short swards and
bare ground are also likely to
warm up more quickly and this
could be important to this dayflier that obviously enjoys the
sun.
However, in the absence of
burning, grazing or instability,
bearberry can slowly and
steadily be shaded-out and lost
from sites by heather and
scrub, particularly broom and
birch. This was exactly the
scenario occurring on a south
facing embankment on the
main Inverness to Perth railway

Before
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line, a few miles south of Newtonmore, a
renowned site for the moth where it had been
regularly recorded on the adjacent fence posts. It
is thought that the regular burning of the
embankment from the days of steam trains
passing on the lines had kept this site in suitable
condition. So, with its foodplant becoming
scarcer year-on-year and the moth becoming
rarer, it was time to take action!
Therefore, a team of seven from Highland branch
and Network Rail, clad in high-vis orange and
fuelled by cake, gathered on a gorgeous sunny
day in October to clear scrub and pull leggyheather to allow the creeping, mat-forming
bearberry, which is so vital to this moths’
survival, chance to recolonise the newly created
bare ground.
We plan to monitor the site to see how
appreciative Small Dark Yellow Underwing is of
our hard work, although any response is unlikely
to be noticeable until 2018.
We are very grateful for Network Rail’s Nearly there, cleared area midpermission and co-operation to undertake this
ground with broom in the
crucial work.
background and leggy heather in the
foreground.

After
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Moth Records From Moray & East Inverness-shire
VC95 & VC96 By Mike Taylor
The number of records received at the time of writing is 4,432 for Moray and 4,482 for East
Inverness-shire, this is down on previous years with the relatively poor weather perhaps being
a factor. There are a number of records still to come in which may bring the combined totals
for the two VCs to somewhere closer to 10,000. In addition to the 2016 records there have
been some older records added to the two datasets, some from recorders’ notebooks and some
from museum collections plus a few from historic journal entries.
For the first year since the National Moth Recording Scheme started there were no new
macro moth species found in either VC95 Moray or VC96 East Inverness-shire. However, a
number of new micro moth species were added to both the Moray and East Inverness-shire
lists with the fully verified ones shown below, in addition to these there are a number of
additional micro species that are highly likely to have been correctly identified but I am still
waiting for verification before entering them onto the lists. To add a species to the relevant
county list it either needs to have been adequately photographed showing sufficient
identification details or it needs to have been retained as a specimen. Unfortunately, this only
happens to approximately 50% of the submissions so the number of species held in the
quarantine files for the two vice-counties is growing.
In VC95 Moray Dave Grundy
trapped a single Cnephasia
stephensiana on Findhorn Dunes
on 5th August. One month later
I trapped a Spilonota ocellana in
Boat of Garten on 7th
September, this one was
photographed and becomes the
first verifiable one for the VC,
however another had been
claimed from near Aviemore
five years previously but full
details of the find and
verification are still awaited.
In VC96 East Inverness-shire an
Adela croesella was found at
Dundreggan by Richard Davidson
on 8th June. Mark Young
recorded an Indian Meal Moth, Plodia interpunctella at Cannich on 13th July and a Cherry
Bark Moth, Enarmonia formosana at Struy two days later. The first verifiable Spruce Bud
Moth, Zeiraphera ratzeburgiana was trapped by Doug Gilbert in Invermoriston on 23rd July,
having caught an un-photographed one the year before at the same site. This was followed by
Margaret Currie finding an Endothenia marginana in Glen Strathfarrar on 21st August.
Convolvulus Hawk-moth which was also another of
the runners-up in the photo competition.

Records received so far for the area’s resident specialities and UKBAP species are
summarised opposite:
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Rannoch Sprawler, there are twelve records covering the period 20th March to 29th April,
four of which were from Daltulich in NH94 adding to the single specimen found nearby at
Dulsie Bridge in 2013 in what was a new area for the species.
Sword-grass, there were just the two records, with a single trapped by Paul Millard at
Daltulich near Forres on 26th March and one being found by Peter Gordon Smith at
Fochabers on 3rd April.
Kentish Glory, there are currently fifteen records from Strathspey and Culbin, twelve of
adult moths and three egg-batches. Due to rather unfavourable weather at the Kentish Glory
trapping event at Culbin Forest in late April only one adult was found, however all who
attended the following morning succeeded in seeing the moth.
Small Dark Yellow Underwing, after several years with no records for this species it is good
to report that this is the third year in a row that it has been recorded. To date there are four
records, the first was at a new site near Lochindorb, I found this one moving amongst some
Bearberry near to a minor road on 9th May. Two were found at a known site near Carrbridge,
one by Tom Prescott on 12th May and one by Sean Clancy on 14th May. The final one for the
season was again found by Tom Prescott on Granish Moor on 31st May.
Netted Mountain Moth,
there are five records, all
for singles, two on Dava
Moor close to Lochindorb
found by Britt and I on
the 6th and 9th May, two
on Granish Moor from
Tom Prescott on 8th and
12th May, plus one from
David Barbour at Glen
Kyllachy also on 9th May.
Narrow-bordered
Bee
Hawk-moth,
between
24th May and 12th June
there were six records for
the species. Although not
particularly common this
Dark Bordered Beauty
species is fairly widespread
in these two VCs with records from Old Ralia, Errogie, Insh Marshes, and Tomdhu near Boat
of Garten.
Pine-tree Lappet, this species continues to be monitored by Butterfly Conservation and
Forestry Commission Scotland. There was a major trapping event in Glen Strathfarrar in early
July with the records from there still being worked on.

Welsh Clearwing, there are no records in for this species for 2016, however, I did receive a
late one for 2015 which was found at Dundreggan by Jane Bowman on 16th July, this is a
very late date for the species and is perhaps an indication of how late that season was.
Northern Dart, a single specimen was found on Meall a’ Bhuachaille by Gary Prescott on
17th July.
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Dark Bordered Beauty, this was a better season for Dark Bordered Beauty at the VC96 site
with twenty-seven moths being trapped or found at an event held for the species on 6th
August. Those present were lucky enough to see a mating pair, something not often
encountered with this species. At the Moray site day searches and trapping was carried out
with low numbers continuing to be recorded.
Cousin German, there were eight records coming from the Grantown on Spey area, Insh
Marshes, Coignafearn, East Tulloch, Kinveachy and Glen Affric. At this last one there were
three moths trapped near to Loch Affric in what is a new 10km square for the species.
Although not a great year for migrants, the influx of Convolvulus Hawk-moth into Scotland
last year did not pass us by, there were four records of singles found at East Croachy by
Simon Davey on 24 August, Aileen MacEwan at Nethy Bridge on 11th September and myself
at Boat of Garten on 14th and 24th September. In my case they were found at Nicotiana
(Tobacco) plants that we had specifically grown in the hope of attracting the moth.
Other migrant highlights included a Death’s Head Hawk-moth found inside a beehive near
Struy, unfortunately the moth was dead but a good find nevertheless. There was just the one
record for a single Humming-bird Hawk-moth that was seen nectaring on Buddleia in our
garden in Boat of Garten on 30th August. Finally, one that made the news throughout the UK,
was the Diamond-back moth that had arrived in very large numbers causing concern amongst
those involved in growing brassicas, the highest trap catch of the year for this species goes to
Tom Prescott who had 191 Diamond-back Moth at Kingussie on 20th June.

Humming-bird Hawk-moth
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Reports on some of the Field Trips and Work Parties 2016
Glen Orrin Work Party By Pete Moore 3rd April 2016
For the first branch event of 2016 the weather forecast was awful but thankfully it was wrong!
There was a great turn-out of volunteers - thirteen folk gathered to remove invading gorse and
broom from a track and adjacent hillside to improve the habitat for Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
This butterfly is monitored here through the season by means of a transect so hopefully the
impacts of this management work will be quantified.
A range of plant sizes were tackled using a range of techniques. Small plants were pulled up
by hand (by those that had strong backs), slightly larger plants were cut with loppers, still
larger plants were cut with bowsaws and three different sizes of our latest weapon - treepoppers - were employed to good effect.
In between this activity there was some good chat, plenty of tea and coffee and four different
types of home-made cake and muffins! We even recorded the same number of moth species –
Beautiful Plume (Amblyptilia acanthadactyla), Common Flat-body (Agonopterix heracliana),
Red Birch Slender (Caloptilia betulicola) and Northern Eggar caterpillar. And just for the
birders, we had a singing chiffchaff.
It was a satisfying day’s work and hopefully the fruits of our labours will be rewarded by
seeing Pearl-bordered Fritillaries on the May 22 field trip. (See page 43 for the report of that
trip).

Scrub Clearance Team at Glen Orrin
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Kiltarlity Barred Tooth-striped by Malcolm Harvey 7th
The event was held at the Highland Liliums Garden Centre, Kiltarlity on 7 May having been
postponed from Saturday 30 April due to poor weather.
One of the aims of the event, a repeat of the one in 2015, was to link in with survey work
carried out over the past two years to ascertain the local status of the Barred Tooth-striped
Moth of which two had been trapped locally in 2010 and 2011.
Unsurprisingly in view of the recent low temperatures, none were trapped.
However, the event was a great success with 34 people attending, seeing well over 100 moths
of 15 species on a fine day in very pleasant surroundings.
The highlights were a Herald, 2 Streamers and about 50 Brindled Beauties, many of which
had freshly emerged and were in excellent condition.
Other moths trapped were Scarce Prominent, Red-green Carpet, Grey Birch, Red Chestnut,
Brindled Pug, Water Carpet, Engrailed, Brown Silver-line, Common Quaker, Early Toothstriped, Hebrew Character, and Clouded Drab.
The event concluded with tea, coffee, biscuits, and cakes for those attending.

Visitors to the event at Highland Liliums
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Glen Orrin Field Trip by Margaret Currie 22nd May
It was a wet miserable morning as we waited in the car park at Glen Orrin, however two
people turned up for the outing. Fortunately showers and sunshine gradually took over as we
made for the hill.
Speckled Woods and Orange-tips were about as we walked along the river bank. Despite the
poor weather we managed to count eight Pearl-bordered Fritillaries plus some nice day flying
moths like Speckled Yellow and Small Purple-barred.

Polmaily Field Trip by Geoff Hiscocks 28th May
Eight members gathered at the end of the forest track into Polmaily, in warm and sunny
conditions. Mark Wynn, the current branch chairman, led the walk and the previous chairman
also attended. A Highland member from the south of England had decided to join the group.
As we proceeded up the track it was not long before several Dingy Skippers were spotted:
once the Skippers settled in the gully to the right of the track, which had been cleared of scrub
etc. for their and the fritillary's benefit, they were very difficult to pick out.
It had been hoped that several Pearl-bordered Fritillaries would be seen but by the time the
walk finished we had only seen one or two Fritillaries (briefly) and it had been impossible to
confirm that they were Pearl rather than early Small Pearl. This was despite a couple of
members spending a while higher up the bank among the bracken looking for them.....but no
further Fritillaries showed themselves.
Botanical interest while we enjoyed lunch beside a stream at the top of the track was provided
by Butterwort, Globeflower and orchids (not yet in flower). A rather long slow worm and two
small frogs were also spotted.
Six butterfly species were seen during the walk: Peacock, Speckled Wood, Green-veined
White, Dingy Skipper, Pearl-bordered Fritillary (probably) and Orange-tip. Several
interesting moths also showed themselves, including Ancylis badiana and the somewhat
larger Bordered Pearl (Paratalanta pandalis) which it is understood has only recently been
recorded in Scotland.

Bordered Pearl

Dingy Skipper
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Glenfeshie Field Trip by Audrey Turner 12th June
This was a return to the very first field trip I led for BC Highland Branch back in 2010 where
we'd found our target species, Dingy Skipper, and had also re-found a colony of Small Blue
butterflies. In the years since then, Bob and I had seen Dingy Skipper every year we'd visited
the site, but didn't see Small Blues again until a single one in 2014, we then saw 14 in
2015. However, there have been a couple of instances of the river level being very high since
then, one after lots of heavy rain, the other early this year (2016) with heavy rain coinciding
with snow melt. The section of old river bed the colonies are alongside has changed quite a
bit and I was a bit concerned about their survival.
The forecast for the day wasn't promising, cloudy with showers, but as so often, it was wrong
and it stayed dry all day, with the sun coming out in the afternoon. Bob dropped me off at the
large layby I'd arranged to meet everyone at, then drove back to a small parking spot nearer
the site, he'd brought waders and intended crossing the Feshie as the habitat on the other side
looks promising. We've tried to walk to that side from the road on the other bank, but haven't
found a way in as yet.
6 others turned up so we walked the short distance along the road before descending the short,
but steep, path to the river bed. As we emerged out of the trees onto the river bank, Bob
shouted across that he'd seen plenty of Kidney Vetch and 3 Small Blues on that side. After a
little bit of searching, and picking our way carefully across the stones of the old river bed, we
came to a slightly raised area with a bit more vegetation, small pines, scrub and Bird's-foot
Trefoil, the larval foodplant of the Dingy Skipper and we quickly found our first Dingy
Skipper, basking on a rock. One benefit of it not being very bright and sunny at this point was
that the butterfly wasn't zooming about much and so everyone got good views and photos.
Near this was a large patch of Kidney Vetch and we soon saw our first Small Blue, followed
by others, we even were able to watch a female laying eggs on Kidney Vetch flowers. We
carried on looking and saw a total of 5 Dingy Skippers, 9 Small Blues and a single Greenveined White, as well as the 3 Small Blue Bob had seen on the other side of the river. There
was also plenty of other things to interest us, a Five-spot Ladybird, various Frogs and Toads, a
Lizard and even a Palmate Newt as well as Green Tiger Beetles, Large Red Damselflies, a
Golden-ringed Dragonfly and a Bordered White Moth.
We had lunch back by the main arm of the
river and it started getting warmer and
sunnier. We headed back up to the cars and
some of us decided to have a look at an area a
bit further up the road which had been cleared
by the Forestry Commission. We found 2 of
the Longhorn Beetle - Rhagium bifasciatum, a
Four-spotted Chaser Dragonfly and another
Lizard, but no butterflies or moths.
It maybe wasn't the best day for lots of
different species of butterfly, but it was good to
be able to confirm that both Dingy Skipper and
Small Blue are managing to survive at what is
one of very few inland sites for either species in
the Highlands.
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Small Blue female egg-laying

Fort Augustus Moths by Pete Moore 26th June
Jean and Tony Denison own 12 acres of
ground on the edge of Fort Augustus
which they manage sympathetically for
wildlife. The site contains a large area of
oak and birch dominated woodland with
luxuriant
ground
cover,
including
extensive patches of blaeberry. There is
also a wildflower meadow with orchids.
The whole site is full of excellent moth
habitat. The owners have a good bird and
plant list for the site but no-one had
previously looked for moths.
Six traps were run overnight of 25/26 June
with conditions being perfect for midges –
calm, warm, overcast and drizzly – and
hence good for moths too. In the morning, only a handful of people turned up for the event
but it was a case of quality not quantity, with two VC recorders, an ex-VC recorder and the
Conservation Manager of Dundreggan Estate (Trees for Life) present.
Brussels Lace

Luckily, moths turned up in good numbers and
during the course of the morning we notched up
an incredible 77 species!! Highlights in terms of
rarity were Marbled Brown, with only two
previous records for the VC, and Valerian Pug.
But there were plenty of cracking-but-not-sorare moths, such as Elephant and Poplar
Hawkmoths, Pebble Hook-tip, Gold and Mapwinged Swifts, Peppered, Drinker, Beautiful
Golden Y, Foxglove Pug and Birch Mocha.

After 3 hours going through the moth traps, with
only a short break for coffee, we were
thoroughly mothed-out but what a fantastic
number of species we had seen.

Marbled Brown

Nevis Range Field Trip by Margaret Currie 2nd July
The forecast for Saturday 2nd July was for rain, especially in Lochaber! However, four people
had been in contact to say they were intending to turn up, I think it was to see the moths rather
than looking for butterflies.
So, on the Friday afternoon we duly put out the moth traps in the rain, collected them the next
morning and met up with the four people to show them all of the six moths! Fortunately, from
an overnight trap in my son’s garden, I had kept Grey Arches, Pinion-streaked Snout and a
few more.
So everyone enjoyed the moths. However they were all quite keen to try again on a better day
for the walk, so we intend to go to Fort William the weekend of 22/23 rd July & try again.
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Nevis Range Field Trip 2 by Margaret Currie 23rd July
Our second attempt to put out moth traps
and have a walk to look for butterflies
near Fort William was fortunately
blessed with reasonable weather. 26
species of moths were caught to keep
everyone entertained for a couple of
hours, including a lovely Minor
Shoulder-knot.
The walk afterwards was rather lacking
in butterflies, only two Scotch Argus and
a few day-flying moths.
The midges were less ferocious than
usual so a very pleasant day was had by
all I think.
Minor Shoulder-knot

Kentish Glory larval search Dr David Barbour 23rd July
Nine people turned up at Cloddymoss carpark, to the news that vehicle access to Culbin
Forest was denied to us because of a horse-riding event through the forest that day. We
hastily re-thought our plans and using a habitat map compiled by Stuart Bence from FC data,
tried to select a good area of young birch within walking distance of the carpark.

Vapourer Moth Caterpillar by Karen Williams
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Walking through the taller pine
areas en route we soon found
butterflies in the shape of
Speckled Woods and Ringlets,
which though conditions were
overcast were quite active and
feeding on bramble flowers. Other
finds included sundry spiders, ants
and beetles including Bee Beetle
Trichius fasciatus and a longhorn
beetle Rhagium mordax. Two
burying beetles Nicrophorus sp
were making heroic efforts to shift
a dead shrew off the stony path to
softer ground where they could
commence their burying activity.
A few moth species flew up or
were found at rest, including Sixspot Burnet, Clouded Border, True
Lover’s Knot, Bordered White and
Common Carpet.

Coming upon an area with lots of young
regenerating silver birch (the Kentish Glory’s
preferred foodplant) we started searching in
earnest, looking for the characteristic feeding
damage of these caterpillars. (That is, large
numbers of adjacent birch leaves removed
cleanly while leaving the petioles, the leafstems, uneaten).
A small number of
caterpillars of other species turned up
including Vapourer moth and Northern Eggar,
but the spectacular larvae of the Kentish Glory
sadly eluded us. The best we could manage
was a couple of hatched KG egg-batches still
attached to slender shoots of the birch saplings
– the caterpillars had hatched out some weeks Kentish Glory egg-batch (hatched) by
before but, judging from the very slight feeding
Karen Williams
damage to leaves, had not survived long before
being gobbled up by a bird or spider.

Tomintoul Moths by Pete Moore 31st July
Twelve people gathered just outside Tomintoul on a very cool and breezy morning to see
what moths had been trapped overnight. It was unpleasantly cool for July and those who
brought woolly hats and gloves made use of them! Four small traps were run in and around a
limestone quarry and three larger MV traps were run on nearby limestone grassland on the
edge of broadleaved woodland and next to the River Avon.
Before going through the traps and whilst waiting for further attendees, we had a wander into
the quarry to look at the limestone flora. On two small willow bushes someone spotted two
Puss moth caterpillars! They were early instars and so had not developed the amazing and oftphotographed face of later instars, but were impressive beasties nonetheless.
Moth numbers in the small traps were
generally low, presumably because of
the cool, breezy overnight conditions.
Nevertheless,
they
contained
a
Confused and a surprising number of
Rosy Minors and Brown-line Brighteyes.
We moved on to the MVs that were
more sheltered and contained a better
number
of
moths.
Macro-moth
highlights included Grey Mountain
Carpet, Small Rivulet, Green Pug,
Slender Pug, Gold Spangle and
Chestnut-coloured Carpet. Seven macro
-moths were new for the 10km square
Puss Moth larva by Bob Turner
(NJ11), namely Riband Wave, Common
Marbled Carpet (surprisingly), Green
Pug, Slender Pug, Dotted Carpet, Light Arches and Double Square-spot.
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However,
my
personal
favourites were the common
but gorgeous micro-moths
Argyresthia goedartella and
Argyresthia brockeella. The
micro-moth Acompsia cinerella
was a “first” for the Vicecounty (Banffshire) and most, if
not all, of the micros are likely
to be new for the 10km square.
Total number of moth species
was 65 – pretty good
considering the cool conditions.

Rosy Minor by Audrey Turner

Cromdale Field Trip by Audrey Turner 13th August
The weather forecast for the day of the field trip was pretty poor, dull with plenty of showers,
so that is perhaps why there were only 3 of us who chanced it. However, as is often the case,
the forecast was wrong; not only were there just a couple of showers, but there was occasional
sunshine.
After looking at galls beside the layby we’d parked at, and spotting a Small Tortoiseshell, we
walked upstream along the Spey on a track that fishermen use. We started seeing Scotch
Argus which was the most numerous butterfly of the day, but also saw a couple of Speckled
Wood.

As we reached a really nice picnic hut
that is for the fishermen, we turned away
from the river along a rough track into a
grassy meadow. The track soon becomes
grassy and a bit indistinct, however we
followed this around the meadow before
looping back to the main track and
heading back to the cars.
In the meadow we saw lots of Scotch
Argus, some Small Heath, Common
Blues and a single Meadow Brown. We
also saw some Northern Eggar and Fox
Moth Caterpillars and a few day-flying
moths as well as a few spider’s nests, at
least some of which contained spiders.

Scotch Argus
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Speyside Centre Moths by Pete Moore 22nd August
Although most of the Speyside Centre burned down in a devastating fire earlier in the year,
we decided to go ahead with the planned moth trapping event. The site is surrounded by trees
and shrubs and so moths would be present, fire or no fire. However, as I set the traps up the
night before, the sky was clear, the moon was full and the stars were shining – poor
conditions for attracting moths to traps.

Ten folk gathered in the morning, including David Lambie, the owner of the centre, who is
himself keen on butterflies and moths. If you go into the temporary tea-room you will see
some of David’s stunning butterfly photos on the wall. Naturally, with our moth trapping
event taking place next to a tea-room, we were obliged to stop for coffee and cake mid-way
through the event!
Luckily, during the night it turned cloudy and damp so we ended up with a decent haul of
moths – 48 species in total. My personal favourites were the freshly emerged autumn species
– Sallow, Angle-striped Sallow and Autumnal Rustic, though they were a reminder that
summer is coming to an end! Also on a personal note, I added 12 new species to my 2016
moth list, breaking through the 300 barrier to reach 310 species!

White-line Dart

Autumnal Rustic

Kiltarlity Moths 2 by Malcolm Harvey 3rd September
The event was held at the Highland Liliums Garden Centre, Kiltarlity on 3rd of September
2016.
8 BC members turned up to a most enjoyable meeting with 175 moths of 35 species caught
from 5 traps placed on our croft and near Rob Chapman's house at Ardendrain. The highlight
was a Crescent which was new to me and a first for the 10km square.
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Polmaily Scrub Clearance by Pete Moore 17th September
This was the sixth Polmaily scrub-bash, (AKA Polmaily bake-off), clearing track-side
vegetation, mostly gorse, for the benefit of Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Dingy Skipper, along
the route of a regularly walked butterfly transect. Today the sun shone and we had a great turn
-out of sixteen folk in total, which was comprised of 12 Highland branch members and four
Trees For Life volunteers. During the course of the day we blitzed a fair bit of scrub, had a
good natter, ate cake and enjoyed a few late season butterflies – Red Admiral, Peacock and
Speckled Wood.
There were four entries in the Polmaily bake-off. The winner, based on how quickly the cake
disappeared, was Dot Ruston’s carrot cake with orange butter icing. However, Tom’s
Guinness and chocolate cake, Ewan’s chocolate brownie with salted caramel and Denise’s
flapjack were close on Dot’s heels. We are looking forward to Sept 2017 already!

Scrub clearance team in action
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Highland Branch Field trips and events – 2017
These are listed below in chronological order. There will be additional events, the details of
which had not been finalised before this newsletter went to print. These events will be
advertised on the BC Highland Branch website and e-mailed to those members for whom we
have an e-mail address. Apologies to those who do not have ready access to a computer.
If you are not on our e-mail list and would like to be added, please contact Audrey Turner,
Branch Membership Secretary, unicorn64@btinternet.com
If you have any ideas for future field trips or other events please contact Pete Moore, Events
Organiser, tonuptwitcher@gmail.com If you would like a field trip to take place in your local
area, get in touch and we’ll see what we can organise.
These events are free and open to both BC members and non-members. Note: there is an
attendance charge for two RSPB events listed below.
Car sharing. For environmental and social reasons it would be good if people car shared
when attending events. If you are travelling by car and happy to give someone else a lift or if
you would like a lift to an event, please contact the event leader beforehand and they will try
to match people up.

2017 Events at a glance - in chronological order
MARCH
Sunday March 26 - Bog Squad ditch blocking for butterflies and dragonflies, Glen Affric
APRIL
Sunday April 2 – habitat management work party for Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Glen Orrin,
near Muir of Ord

Saturday April 29 – Behind the scenes at Landmark Butterfly House, Carrbridge
MAY
Friday May 5 – Sunday May 7 – Kentish Glory moth weekend, Inshriach Forest, near
Kingussie
Sunday May 21 - field trip for Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Glen Orrin, near Muir of Ord
Saturday May 27 or Sunday May 28 - field trip for Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Dingy
Skipper. Polmaily, near Drumnadrochit.
JUNE
Saturday June 18 - field trip for Small Blue and Dingy Skipper at Ardersier.
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JULY
Sunday July 2 – moth trapping. Tomintoul.
Sunday July 9 – field trip for butterflies. River Averon near Alness.
Sunday July 30 – field trip for butterflies and moths. Arisaig.
AUGUST
Wednesday August 2 – RSPB moth trapping for beginners course at Insh Marshes near
Kingussie (attendance charge applies).
Saturday August 5 – moth trapping for Dark Bordered Beauty. RSPB Insh Marshes near
Kingussie.
Saturday August 26 – seed collecting workshop, Kingussie.
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday September 13 – RSPB moth trapping at Insh Marshes near Kingussie (attendance
charge applies)
Saturday September 16 – habitat management work party for Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
Polmaily near Drumnadrochit.

Your Event Leaders:
Margaret Currie
Margaret is Vice-County Moth Recorder for East Ross-shire and so it goes without saying that
she knows a lot about moths but her knowledge extends beyond moths to butterflies and other
wildlife.

Pete Moore
Pete sits on the committee of BC Highland Branch and is Events Co-ordinator. He came to
moths relatively late in his career as a nature reserve Warden but his enthusiasm for moths has
overtaken that of birds and other wildlife. His main passions: moths, mountains and
motorbikes.
Tom Prescott
Tom works for Butterfly Conservation Scotland as Senior Conservation Officer. He has been
enthusiastic about moths and butterflies for a long time, is extremely knowledgeable and is
Vice-County Moth Recorder for West Inverness. Other personal skills include riding his bike,
brewing beer, baking cakes and telling bad jokes; but not all at the same time!

Audrey Turner
Audrey sits on the committee of BC Highland Branch and is Branch Treasurer, Webmaster,
Membership Secretary and editor of “Chequered Skipper”! Audrey is an excellent field
naturalist and her knowledge extends beyond butterflies to moths, plants, birds and other
wildlife.
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Mark Wynn
Mark is Chairman of BC Highland Branch. He has a love of wildness & natural history.
Hence why he & his wife retired to Scotland. He believes music - especially jazz and R&B is the most dazzling fruit of human creation. Closely followed by films & football. Sources
for the spirit. Thus, Mark will keep you entertained.
Anthony McCluskey
Anthony is Butterfly Conservation Scotland’s Urban Butterfly Project Officer, working
mostly in Central Scotland but living at Keltneyburn, near Aberfeldy. He also works as a
gardener, and has studied with the Royal Horticultural Society. He is passionate about
helping people grow their own plants, and is currently testing the growth of butterfly
caterpillar foodplants at home under various conditions.
David Hill
David is Butterfly Conservation Scotland’s Peatland Restoration Project Officer, based in
Stirling, and has been leading the Bog Squad volunteers for two years. He is passionate about
Scotland’s natural heritage and landscapes and is often found wandering the hills and glens.
He has an increasing interest in moths and is of course enthusiastic about all manner of bogs,
mires and peatlands!

Details of events in chronological order
GLEN AFFRIC - BOG SQUAD DITCH-DAMMING WORK PARTY
Organiser: Butterfly Conservation Scotland’s Bog Squad & British Dragonfly Society
Target Species: To benefit a range of peatland habitat dependant butterflies and moths (and
dragonflies!).
Date: Sunday March 26
Time: 9.30am – approx. 3pm
Meeting place: Cannich Hall, Cannich, Strathglass, Inverness-shire, IV4 7LY
Description: The Bog Squad will be returning to Glen Affric to team up once again with the
British Dragonfly Society to continue installing ditch-blocking dams. Many areas of open
peatland habitat in Glen Affric have previously been drained via ditches which take vital
water resources away from the bog threatening the specialised flora and fauna that live there.
We’ll be using tools such as spades and large rubber mallets to hit the dams into the peat
(which is great fun!). We may also be removing some invasive small trees that threaten the
open peatland habitats.
Glen Affric is well known for its beautiful forests and lochs though it also provides important
habitat for a range of butterfly species including Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Large Heath.
Rare dragonflies can also be found here including White-faced Darter and Azure Hawker.
Approx. duration: 6 hours.
What's needed: Water, lunch, wellies or sturdy waterproof walking boots and work clothes 53

including waterproofs. Be prepared for cold conditions and bring warm hat, fleece etc...
Any other information: Please see http://bogsquad.weebly.com/ for more information about
the Bog Squad
Leader name: David Hill (BCS) & Colin Hall (BDS)
Leader contact details: David Hill – dhill@butterfly-conservation.org or 01786 459813
GLEN ORRIN SCRUB CLEARANCE WORK PARTY
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: To benefit Pearl-bordered Fritillary
Date: Sunday April 2
Time: 10.30am
Meeting place: Parking at the work site is limited, therefore, we will meet at the visitor’s car
park at the entrance to Glen Orrin, grid NH474514, at 10.30am. We will then take as few cars
as possible a mile further up the glen to the site. If you cannot make it at 10.30 then hopefully
you will find us up the glen on the south or left hand side of the road as you drive up the glen
along the track that starts at approx. NH464517.
Description: Another chance to help cut back vegetation and rake up excessive bracken to
improve the habitat for Pearl-bordered and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries. Both species
occur on the south facing slopes and track-sides on the slopes of An Dun. This will be the
fourth “bash” at the site and the third in the spring. We will focus on the very steep slopes
adjacent to and immediately below the track.
Approx. duration: 4-6 hours but you are welcome to join in and leave whenever you want.
Every little helps so if you only want to come for an hour you will still be very welcome.

What’s needed: Bring lunch and wear old clothes. If you have them bring work gloves,
secateurs, bow-saws and loppers. If you don’t have them they will be provided.
Leader name: Margaret Currie or Tom Prescott
Leader contact details:
Margaret - Tel: 01349 877223 email moths.vc106@btinternet.com
Tom - Tel: 01540 661469 Mob: 07979 785665 email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org
BEHIND THE SCENES AT LANDMARK BUTTERFLY HOUSE, CARRBRIDGE
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Tropical exotics!
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Date: Saturday April 29
Time: 10am
Meeting place: Landmark Forest Adventure Park, Carrbridge. Grid ref: NH 908223 (OS
sheet 36 – Grantown & Aviemore). On the southern edge of Carrbridge on the B9153 to
Aviemore.
Description: A new Tropical Butterfly House has opened at this very popular family
adventure venue. We will get a “behind the scenes” look at the running of the facility. The
Butterfly House is a commercial visitor attraction but Landmark are keen to work with BC in
the promotion of native butterflies.
Approx. duration: 1½ hours
Any other information: There is no charge for this visit to the Butterfly House but if you
wish to go to other parts of the Park a discounted entrance fee will apply.
Leader name: Ailie Brown of Landmark Forest Adventure Park
For more information: Pete Moore Tel: 07866 578079 email: tonuptwitcher@gmail.com

KENTISH GLORY WEEKEND – a weekend of mothing!
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Kentish Glory moth
Date: Friday May 5 to Sunday May 7
Time: See below
Meeting place: RSPB Insh Marshes reserve office, Ivy Cottage, Insh, near Kingussie PH21
1NT. Grid ref: NH 812016 (OS sheet 35 - Kingussie)
Description: This event will search for the spectacular Kentish Glory moth in suitable habitat
(open areas with stands of birch) within Forestry Commission Scotland’s Inshriach Forest. A
similar event was run in 2014. No Kentish Glory were seen at that event but the overnight
temperatures were so low that moth activity was much reduced. We still had other species to
see though and our fingers are crossed for a warmer event in 2017!
Friday May 5 Light trapping. We will meet at Ivy Cottage at 7.30pm, decide who is going to
trap where and then disperse to our different locations. Anyone attending without their own
trap can join one of the trapping groups. It would be useful, but not essential, to know if you
intend to come along with traps to help us plan how many sites we might monitor beforehand.

Saturday May 6 We will re-convene at Ivy Cottage at 10am. Some traps will be brought
along “un-opened” so anyone not attending the Friday evening/night trapping can just turn up
this morning to see moths. In the afternoon, weather permitting, we will look for Kentish
Glory egg batches in the forest.
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If the weather is poor on the Friday night or we just feel like another night of trapping, we
have the option of running the traps again on Saturday night and re-convening on Sunday
morning.
What’s needed: Bring your own moth traps on Friday evening if you have them, since the
more locations we can trap, the more chance we have of finding KG. Also bring warm
clothing, a torch and a hot drink.
Bring lunch on Saturday and/or Sunday if staying for the day.
Leader name: Tom Prescott
Leader contact details: Tel: 01540 661469 Mob: 07979 785665
email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org
KENTISH GLORY NOTE: The Kentish Glory flight period usually falls between midApril and mid-May, depending on location (earlier emergence on the coast than inland) and
weather conditions (later emergence when it’s colder). If you wish to look for KG at times
other than the weekend above, please contact Tom Prescott (contact details above).
GLEN ORRIN BUTTERFLY WALK

Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Pearl-bordered Fritillary
Date: Sunday May 21
Time: 10:30 am
Meeting place: Car park at NH474514 (OS sheet 26 – Inverness & Loch Ness). From
Marybank on the A832 take the minor road south for 1.5 miles to Aultgowrie. On the south
side of the bridge turn west for 200 yards to a small car park for visitors.

Description: We have been counting the Pearl-bordered Fritillaries here every year since they
were first found in 2009. Following a third season of scrub clearing by local branch
volunteers, we would like you to join us and hopefully see the fruits of your labours! There is
a short uphill section to get onto the track, followed by a gentle climb to the start of the
forestry. Hopefully some PBF to be seen plus day flying moths.
Approx. duration: 4 hours depending on weather.
What’s needed: Lunch, boots and waterproofs.
Any other information: We have always called this area “tick hill”, so be warned.

Leader name: Margaret Currie
Leader contact details: Tel: 01349 877223 email: moths.vc106@btinternet.com
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POLMAILY BUTTERFLY WALK, NEAR DRUMNADROCHIT
Organiser: BC Highland & Islands Branch
Target Species: Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Dingy Skipper
Date: Saturday May 27 or Sunday May 28
Time: 10.30
Meeting place: The end of the forest track into Polmaily, about 2 miles west of
Drumnadrochit on the A831 towards Cannich. Grid ref NH 484304 (OS sheet 26 – Inverness
and Loch Ness)
Description: A visit to see the rewards of previous habitat management undertaken by
members of Highland branch.
Approx. duration: Up to 4 hours
What’s needed: Bring a packed lunch
Any other information: Whether the trip will be run on the Saturday or the Sunday will be
decided nearer the time, dependent on the weather forecast. Please phone Mark a few days
beforehand for the final decision.
Leader name: Mark Wynn
Leader contact details: Tel: 01463 222060 or 07944708608
email: markwynn@highland-butterflies.org.uk
ARDERSIER BUTTERFLY WALK
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Small Blue
Date: Sunday June 18
Time: 10.30am
Meeting place: Car park just north of Ardersier on the road to Fort George. Grid ref
NH779557 (OS sheet 27 - Nairn, Forres & surrounding area)
Description: We’ll have a walk around the Ardersier Common area looking for Small Blue.
Other species include Dingy Skipper, Common Blue, Small Copper and Speckled Wood
Approx. duration: 3 hours
What’s needed: Midge repellent, sun cream
Any other information: Also a good site for Coralroot Orchid
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Leader name: Audrey Turner
Leader contact details: Mobile: 07450 54886 email: unicorn64@btinternet.com
MOUNTAIN RINGLET NOTE: An event to look for Mountain Ringlet has not been
organised but if you wish to see this butterfly, please contact Mark Wynn. 01463 222060 or
07944 708608.
email: markwynn@highland-butterflies.org.uk
TOMINTOUL MOTHS
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Whatever we find in the traps
Date: Sunday July 2
Time: 10 am
Meeting place: Craigalkie Quarry on the A939 about one mile east of Tomintoul on the road
to Grantown on Spey. There is parking space just off the road at the quarry. Grid ref: NJ
156194 (OS map 36 – Grantown and Aviemore). Late arrivals will need to park, then walk
with care south along the main road (away from Tomintoul) about 200m to a fisherman’s path
on the river side of the road and head down through the woods to the river.
Description: There are outcroppings of limestone in the Tomintoul-Glenlivet area which
support a lime-loving flora which is very localised in the Highlands. Our moth trapping will
target such an area near Tomintoul since it is possible that there are moth species present
whose foodplants are part of the lime-loving plant community.
This location was trapped as a BC event in 2016. We didn’t find any lime specialists but we
notched up 65 species in total, including 7 macro-moths new to the 10km square. Most, if not
all, of the 15 micro moths were also new to the square. This year we are running the event
four weeks earlier in the season to see a different selection of species.
Approx. duration: 10 am until lunchtime, possibly later, depending on how many moths
there are!
What’s needed: Appropriate outdoor clothing.
Leader name: Pete Moore
Leader contact details: email: tonuptwitcher@gmail.com Tel: 07866 578079
RIVER AVERON BUTTERFLY WALK

Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Whatever turns up!
Date: Sunday July 9
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Time: 10.30 am
Meeting place: Car park at Ballavoulen, NH 572740 (OS sheet 21 - Dornoch, Alness &
Invergordon area). From the A836 Struie Road at Alness take the minor road to Boath and
follow for approx. 5 miles.
Description: This walk, approx. 4 miles in total, mostly on a reasonably flat track, will take
us to Loch Morie. On a good day we would hope to see several species of butterfly, a number
of different dragonflies and of course some day flying moths. Over a period of several years
we have recorded 15 species of butterfly in this glen.
Approx. duration: Approx. 4 hours depending on the weather.
What’s needed: Good footwear, lunch, waterproofs.
Any other information: Mostly walking along an unsurfaced track.
Leader name: Margaret Currie
Leader contact details: Tel: 01349 877223 or email: moths.vc106@btinternet.com
ARISAIG BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS
Organiser: BC Highland Branch & Arisaig Community Trust.
Target Species: Grayling and other butterflies and moths.
Date: Sunday 30th July.
Time: 10.30 for 11am start, finishing about 4pm.
Meeting place: Land Sea and Islands Centre, Arisaig. The Centre is located in the middle of
the village at NM660863 and signposted from the main road.

Description: After gathering at the visitor centre for tea, coffee and home-bakes we will
check the contents of moth traps set locally the night before, followed by a field visit to a
suitable location nearby (possibly Morar beach) to look for Grayling and other butterflies and
day-flying moths.
Approx. duration: About five hours, but you are welcome to come along just to see the
moths in the morning (11 until 12ish) or just for the field trip in the afternoon (from about
1ish). However, please let us know if you plan just to come to the field visit so we can
arrange exactly where/when to meet you.
What’s needed: Please bring a packed lunch if staying all day. Tea, coffee and home-bakes
will be provided on arrival.
Any other information: Oh and don’t forget your swimming costume and a towel!
Leader name: Tom Prescott & Alison Stewart
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Leaders contact details:
Tom Prescott Tel: 01540 661469Mob: 07979 78566.
email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org OR
Alison Stewart Tel: 01687 450771 email: arisaigct@arisaigcommunitytrust.org.uk
A MORNING OF MOTHS – INTRODUCTION TO MOTHS AND MOTH-TRAPPING
COURSE
Organiser: RSPB
Date: Wednesday August 2
Time: 09.30
Meeting place: RSPB Insh Marshes reserve car park. Half a mile past Ruthven Barracks on
the B970 Kingussie to Insh road. Grid Ref: NH 773999
Description: This is a beginners’ introduction to moths course, covering identification of
moths along with techniques and equipment involved in surveying and monitoring moths. We
will look through moth traps run the night before.
Approx. duration: 3 to 4 hours
What’s needed: Midge repellent.
Any other information: BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL through the Cairngorms Learning
Partnership Tel: 01540 662420 or email: learning@clp-online.net.
Please note: there is a charge for this event: Adults £12.50

RSPB Members £10

Leader name: Pete Moore
Leader contact details: Tel: 07866 578079 email: pete.moore@rspb.org.uk
MOTH MANIA AT THE MARSHES
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Target Species: Dark Bordered Beauty moth
Date: Saturday August 5
Time: 10am
Meeting place: RSPB Insh Marshes car park. 2 miles out of Kingussie on the B970 (past
Ruthven Barracks). NN775998 (OS sheet 35 – Kingussie)
Description: A look through moth traps as part of the reserve’s annual monitoring of Dark
Bordered Beauty moth, found at only three locations in Scotland. Apart from DBB, lots
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of other moths will be seen.
Approx. duration: To lunchtime and beyond…..
What’s needed: Packed lunch, midge repellent (just in case).
Leader name: Pete Moore
Leader contact details: email: tonuptwitcher@gmail.com Tel: 07866 578079
SEED COLLECTING WORKSHOP
Organiser: BC Highland Branch
Date: Saturday August 26
Time: 10am
Meeting place: Talla nan Ros, King Street, Kingussie PH21 1HP. This is a converted church
now used as a community hall. Grid ref: NH 760006 (OS sheet 35 – Kingussie).
Description: The caterpillars of many butterflies and moths will only eat certain plants,
known as “foodplants”. For example, Small Blue butterfly caterpillars will only eat Kidneyvetch and Northern Brown Argus caterpillars will only eat Rockrose. In order to increase the
populations of some of our rare butterflies, we need to increase the number of foodplants.
This can sometimes be achieved through appropriate habitat management but often the
number of naturally-occurring foodplants needs to be bolstered by planting out more
foodplants. It is important to use plants of local provenance whenever possible through
collecting local seed, rather than buying from suppliers where the seed source is from a
different part of the UK or even abroad.
This practical workshop will look at how to gather, store and propagate seed. We will meet at
Talla nan Ros for an introduction before travelling out in shared cars to RSPB Insh Marshes
and Newtonmore for seed collection. Then returning to Talla nan Ros for the rest of the
workshop.
Approx. duration: 10am until approx. 5pm
What’s needed: Lunch and outdoor clothes.
Leader name: Anthony McCluskey
Leader contact details: Tel: 07730 221266 or 01786 459811
email: amccluskey@butterfly-conservation.org

MOTH MAGIC
Organiser: RSPB
Date: Weds 13 Sept
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Time: 09.30
Meeting place: RSPB Insh Marshes reserve car park. Half a mile past Ruthven Barracks on
the B970 Kingussie to Insh road. Grid Ref: NH 773999
Description: A look through moth traps run the night before
Approx. duration: 3 to 4 hours
What’s needed: Midge repellent
Any other information: BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL. Call the RSPB Insh Marshes office on
01540 661518 or email: insh@rspb.org.uk
Please note: there is a charge for this event. Adults £5, RSPB members £3.
Leader name: Pete Moore
Leader contact details: Tel: 07866 578079 or email: pete.moore@rspb.org.uk
POLMAILY WORK PARTY, NEAR DRUMNADROCHIT

Date: Saturday September 16
Time: Anytime from 10.30 – c4pm
Meeting place: Follow the Butterfly Conservation Scotland signs from the end of the forest
track into Polmaily Wood, approx. 2 miles west of Drumnadrochit on the A831 towards
Cannich. Grid ref: NH484304. OS sheet 26 (Inverness & Loch Ness)
Description: Another session of clearing and cutting back trackside vegetation and scrub to
improve the habitat for Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Dingy Skipper. The work includes
“weeding” sections previously cleared, as well as tackling un-cleared areas.

Approx. duration: Up to 5 or 6 hours but you are welcome to join in and leave whenever you
want to. Every little helps so if you are able to come just for an hour or so, you will still be
very welcome.
What’s needed: If staying all day bring lunch and wear old clothes as well as gloves,
secateurs, loppers, forks, rakes and bow-saws if you have them. Further hand-tools including
the wonderful Tree-poppers and gloves will be available. Home-baked cake also gratefully
received!
Any other information: This is the seventh Polmaily work-party, or bake-off as it has
become known by regular attendees. The previous ones have all been great fun, were well
attended and had plenty of cake! Tea and coffee will also be provided.
Leader name: Tom Prescott
Leader contact details: Tel: 01540 661469 Mob: 07979 785665
email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org
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Branch Committee
Chairman
Mark Wynn
Email: markwynn@highland-butterflies.org.uk
Membership Secretary
Audrey Turner
Email: unicorn64@btinternet.com
Minutes Secretary
Barbara Brodie
Treasurer
Audrey Turner
Email: unicorn64@btinternet.com
Events Organiser
Pete Moore
Email: tonuptwitcher@gmail.com

Committee Members:
David Barbour
Mike Taylor

Ewan Munro WCBS
Malcolm Harvey
Stuart Bence

Branch Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey Champion
Ewan Munro
Email: wcbs@highland-butterflies.org.uk
Please get in touch if you would like to take part in the Wider Countryside Butterfly
Survey.

Butterfly Recorders
Highland and Moray
Dr David Barbour
74 Blarmore Avenue,
Inverness IV3 8QU
Mob: 07896 783245
Email: dbfis@btinternet.com

Orkney
Sydney Gauld
Quoyberstane, Work Road
St Ola
Kirkwall, KW15 1UF
Tel: 01856 872 468
Email: orklander45@gmail.com

Outer Hebrides / Western Isles
Steve Duffield
7 Carinish,
Isle of North Uist,
Western Isles, HS6 5HL
Tel: 01870 620 241
Mob: 07867 555 971
Email: steveduffield@hebrides.net

Shetland
Paul Harvey,
SBRC,
Shetland Amenity Trust,
Garthspool,
Lerwick, ZE1 0NY
Email: paul@shetlandamenity.org
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County Moth Recorders
VC 94, Banffshire
Roy Leverton,
Whitewells, Ordiquhill, Cornhill, Banffshire, AB45 2HS
email: roy345@btinternet.com
VC 95, Moray
Mike Taylor,
Allasdale, Kinchurdy Road, Boat of Garten, Inverness-shire,
PH34 3BP
email: mst.taylor@btinternet.com
Tel 01479 831060
VC 96, East Inverness-shire
Mike Taylor,
Allasdale, Kinchurdy Road, Boat of Garten, Inverness-shire,
PH34 3BP
email: mst.taylor@btinternet.com
Tel 01479 831060

VC 97, West Inverness-shire
Dr Tom Prescott,
Mill House, Mill Road,
Kingussie, Inverness-shire, PH21 1LF
email: tomprescott@btconnect.com
VC 104, North Ebudes, Skye
Brian Neath,
Culag, Carr Brae, Dornie, Kyle, Ross-shire,
IV40 8HA.
email: bandj@culag.plus.com
Tel: 01599 555341
Small Isles
Jessie Wormell,
Fionchra, Carsfad, St John’s Town of Dalry,
Castle Douglas, DG7 3SU
email: jessiewormell@yahoo.com
Tel: 01644 430248
VC 105, West Ross
Brian Neath,
Culag, Carr Brae, Dornie, Kyle,
Ross-shire,
IV40 8HA
email: bandj@culag.plus.com
Tel: 01599 555341
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VC 106, East Ross
Margaret Currie and Andy Scott,
7 Balnatua, Culbokie,
Dingwall, Ross-shire, IV7 8JQ
email: moths.vc106@btinternet.com
Tel: 01349 877223
VC 107, East Sutherland
Tony Mainwood,
13 Ben Bhraggie Drive,
Golspie, Sutherland, KW10 6SX
email: tony.mainwood@btinternet.com
Tel: 01408 633247
VC 108, West Sutherland
Graham Crittenden,
55 Melvich, Thurso, Sutherland,
KW14 7YJ
email: graham5561@btinternet.com
Tel. 01641 531278

VC109 Caithness
Neil Money,
Heathfield House, Dunnet, Thurso, Caithness, KW14 8XP
email: neil@heathfield99.plus.com
Tel: 01847 851346
VC110 Outer Hebrides
Steve Duffield,
7 Carinish, Isle of North Uist, Western Isles, HS6 5HL.
email: steveduffield70@gmail.com
Tel: 01876 580619 OR 07867 555971

VC111 Orkney Islands
Sydney Gauld,
Quoyberstane, Work Road, St Ola, Kirkwall, Orkney, KW15 1UF
email: orklander45@gmail.com
Tel: 01856 872468
VC112 Shetland Islands
Shetland Biological Records Centre,
Shetland Amenity Trust, Garthspool, Lerwick, ZE1 0NY
email: paul@shetlandamenity.org
Fair Isle
Nick Riddiford,
Schoolton, Fair Isle, Shetland, ZE2 9JU
email: taib@mallorcaweb.net
Tel 01595 760250
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Highland & Moray Regular & Migrant Butterfly species
Species Name
Chequered Skipper

Scientific Name
Carterocephalus palaemon

UK BAP Status
Priority species

Dingy Skipper

Erynnis tages

Priority species

Large White

Pieris brassicae

Not listed

Small White

Pieris rapae

Not listed

Green-veined White

Pieris napi

Not listed

Orange Tip

Anthocharis cardamines

Not listed

Green Hairstreak

Callophrys rubi

Not listed

Purple Hairstreak

Neozephyrus quercus

Not listed

Small Copper

Lycaenas phlaeas

Not listed

Small Blue

Cupido minimus

Priority species

Northern Brown Argus

Plebeius artaxerxes

Priority species

Common Blue

Polyommatis icarus

Not listed

Red Admiral

Vanessa atalanta

Not assessed

Painted Lady

Vanessa cardui

Not assessed

Small Tortoiseshell

Aglais urticae

Not listed

Peacock

Inachis io

Not listed

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Boloria selene

Priority species

Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Boloria euphrosyne

Priority species

Dark Green Fritillary

Argynnis aglaja

Not listed

Marsh Fritillary

Euphydrias aurinia

Priority species

Speckled Wood

Pararge aegeria

Not listed

Mountain Ringlet

Erebia epiphron

Priority species

Scotch Argus

Erebia aethiops

Not listed

Grayling

Hipparchia semele

Priority species

Meadow Brown

Maniola jurtina

Not listed

Ringlet

Aphantopus hyperantus

Not listed

Small Heath

Coenonympha pamphilus

Priority species

Large Heath

Coenonympha tullia

Priority species
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Where to find more information
For more information about Butterflies and Moths in the Highlands, Islands and Moray,
and information on recent sightings please visit our website:
http://www.highland-butterflies.org.uk
There is also information on our “In Your Area” page on the main Butterfly Conservation
website:
http://butterfly-conservation.org/313/highlands-and-islands-branch.html
or visit our Facebook page, Butterfly Conservation – Highland Branch:
https://www.facebook.com/ButterflyConservationHighlandsIslands

Contact us
To contact Highland Branch with contributions for “Latest news”, or on any matter
relating to Butterflies and Moths in our area, please send an email to:
webmaster@highland-butterflies.org.uk
You can also contact any of the committee members, names and contact details are
available on the Branch Committee page, page 63.
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Your lasting legacy
Have you ever considered leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation in your Will? An
increasing number of members and friends are choosing to support Butterfly Conservation in
this way. All gifts, however small, are welcome and make a crucial and lasting contribution
to the conservation of butterflies and moths. Accounting for over one third of voluntary
income, legacy gifts make a real difference to the work we can undertake.
So as well as leaving gifts to loved ones in your Will, please consider leaving a gift to
Butterfly Conservation, it will help ensure butterflies and moths thrive in the years to come.
For more information about leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation and
sharing your love of butterflies and moths with future generations please contact Helen
Corrigan;
Tel: 01273 453313 or email: hcorrigan@butterfly-conservation.org or write to her at:
Butterfly Conservation,
Manor Yard,
East Lulworth,
Wareham,
Dorset
BH20 5QP
Thank you for your support.
Butterfly Conservation
Company limited by guarantee, registered in England (2206468)
Registered Office: Manor Yard, East Lulworth,
Wareham, Dorset, BH20 5QP
Charity registered in England & Wales (254937) and in Scotland (SCO39268)

**************************************************************************
Give as you live is another way you can raise money for Butterfly Conservation by shopping!
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